Ingredients to make suet bird treats

- Using 2 plastic containers from bird suet treats or a mold of your choice
- Rendered tallow 1.5 cups (approximate or vegan suet)
- Peanut butter ½ cup (no salt, sugar, honey, or other additives)
- Mealy worms ½ cup
- Peanuts ½ cup (plain-no salt)
- Oats 1/3 cup (not quick or instant)
- Corn ¾ cup (cracked)
- Sunflower seeds 1 cup

Steps to make suet bird treats:

Use a stove or microwave, melt on low. If using a microwave, if it has a melt or a soft button. Take your time and melt it slowly.

- Render fat (suet) or buy from your local farmer or butcher into tallow
- Melt only the tallow in the rare case there is or are rancid spots in the tallow
- Take off the heat if using a stove or out of the microwave
- Add peanut butter
- Stir until completely melted
- Add the rest of the ingredients
- Blend all the ingredients until combined
- Let it cool to warm or the plastic molds will melt
- Put into molds
- Place in a freezer for 3 or more hours
- Put into a suet cage
- Place outside, out of the elements
- If it gets warm, remove from outside

Hang treats outside as is, but I prefer to keep the water off the top and use suet holders a roof to help protect the top from the elements.